
If you’ve arrived early

Don’t forget to do the Audio Setup
Tools > Audio > Audio Setup Wizard
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Using Chat

FONT TOO SMALL?
Right-click in each box and choose Make text bigger or Make text 
smaller or Text Size

POST A MESSAGE TO THE GROUP
Type your Chat message in the box and press Send
Chat messages will appear in the box above.

REMEMBER: Everyone in the room will see your 
message.

POST A MESSAGE TO AN INDIVIDUAL/MODERATOR
Send messages to individuals or the Moderators:
Use the drop-down to find the person you want to send 
you message to before you press Send



SAVE A COPY OF THE PRESENTATION
Save a copy of the presentation: select whiteboard and change the file type to pdf

Ask questions – raise your hand 

Use the emoticons! This helps the 
presenter!

Happy, Confused, Round of applause, 
Thumbs-down

Yes/No response – your results are shown 
against your name.  

Need to step away for a few minutes? Click 
this when you leave, and again when you 
return.

Interaction Tools



Connect and Participate



• To explore a range of free and paid for synchronous 
web conferencing solutions.

• To offer some practical advice in their use.

Aims of the session:



Online conferences can be synchronous, asynchronous, or a 
combination of both. 

An example of asynchronous conferencing is the discussion 
forum type of conference, where people post messages, which 
the system stores, and which other people can respond to 
when they log on. This is excellent for carrying on a discussion 
over some time.

Examples of synchronous conferencing are live chat, or live 
web casting.

Synchronous / Asynchronous



Not all web conferencing tools have the same features ... 
some are aimed at business, some are aimed at education, 
some are more suited to presentations, others encourage 
collaboration and interaction.

Features

The Basics



Generally include:

• voice chat (audio)

• text chat

• video (web cam) broadcast

• document (pdf, ppt) and media (video, audio) sharing

• collaborative workspace (whiteboard)

• desktop sharing

• application sharing

• webpage sharing

• recording feature

• feedback and assessment tools (emoticons, polls)

• break out rooms

What is Web Conferencing?

The Basics



• A web meeting service account (anything other than a very 
basic service costs money, but can be relatively cheap)

• A computer with fast access to the internet and a suitable 
browser (the main ones are usually fine)

• The necessary software plug-ins (e.g. Java, Flash)

• A decent headset (headphones plus microphone)

• A webcam, if you want to include a video stream

• A session plan and some content

What do you need to run a Web Meeting?

The Basics



• 1:1 meetings or tutorials ... formal and informal

• Group meetings or tutorials ... formal and informal

• Group presentations (small or large) ... with and without 
interaction

Uses



Benefits



• Cheaper - no travel and accommodation is required

• Save time ... for those travelling to locations

• More convenient - you can access it at any time you 

want, from anywhere with an Internet connection

• High level of participation - typically, more people will 

actively participate in an online conference than in a 

face to face conference

Benefits



Benefits

• Reach a wider audience – geographically

• Be more inclusive in that those not able to attend a 

meeting/venue for whatever reason (health, 

disability) can still participate (if they have the 

appropriate technology) 

• Meetings/lessons/tutorials to continue even if the 

rest of the country grinds to a halt when we have 

snow

• Permanent record of proceedings.



Web Conferencing Applications



Elluminate



Vroom



Adobe Connect Pro



Nefsis



DimDim



Big Blue Button



vYew



Evo



Skype



Zipcast



Tinychat



Webex



Presenters point of view 

• Ensure you have a quiet location with no background noise 
(turn off phones)

• Give out clear joining instructions to delegates and be prepared 
to delay the start of the meeting (build in a bit of fiddling time)

• Ideally do a trial run with the presenters before the day of the 
meeting

• Include some initial time for delegates to familiarise 
themselves with the interface. Practice using the tools

• Set a basic protocol for presenters and delegates e.g. when and 
how will questions and comments be submitted, monitored 
and responded to? How will presenter privileges be handed 
over?

• For high-stakes meetings, have a contingency plan



Presenters point of view 

• The invisible audience

• An (interactive) online session has to be more planned than a 
face to face one. Not as easy to wing it in an online session

• Although the technology has features that are supposed to 
work for this or that, test it and then decide if it is really what 
you want (e.g. sharing a web page is supposed to enable you to 
be the ‘tour guide’ and scroll the page for them - it doesn’t 
work like that ... or ... screen sharing appears to work but is no 
good for video or audio) don’t just presume that it will actually 
work!

• Keep it simple but vary it. Don’t talk for too long because how 
do you know if they are listening? Have something to look at 
too - for them and for you!



Presenters point of view 

• It is easy to get distracted/sidetracked by text chat - have 
another person to follow that!

• It is easy to get distracted anyway because you only have your 
computer screen to focus on - plan what you are going to say 
and write it down somewhere at eye level ... A bit like an 
autocue?)

• Its easy to forget the time - have a person to remind you!

• Remember to record ... someone who dropped out with a 
technical hitch appreciated the recording to watch the bits they 
had missed

• The more you do it the better / more confident you feel ... 
practice, practice, practice



• Start the tape machine at beginning of session

• Remember to stop it at the end

• Prompt your presenter with regular time checks

• Acknowledge and welcome latecomers

• Ensure that voting buttons are switched off after use in 
preparation for next question

• Troubleshoot any issues participants are having with accessing 
the Web Conferencing application

• Understand that it is not always possible to resolve all issues 
relating to above

Co-presenters point of view



• make sure that only microphones that are meant to be active 
are enabled

• keep an eye on the text chat, answer any questions that you 
are capable of answering and prompt the presenter at an 
opportune moment to respond to the ones you cannot answer

• Anything that needs pasting (like URLs) during session the co-
presenter can deal with it

• Remember to log out any participants at the end of a session. 
Some applications will not generate a recording unless 
everybody is logged out

• Remember to switch recording off at end of session, almost 
impossible to edit out any out takes.

Co-presenters point of view



How are others using the technology!



Centre for Dental Technology, Cardiff School of Health 
Sciences (UWIC) & the Dental Laboratories Association 
(DLA)

Are looking at the degree to which web conferencing 
software (Adobe Connect) can provide a scalable, cost-
effective model for the delivery of dental technology 
presentations, workshops and seminars at distance to 
students, partner colleges, HEIs and employees as part of 
CPD and workforce development.

http://www.uwic.ac.uk/ltdu/telp.htm



Offer an increasing range of accredited undergraduate 
level one 10-week online courses for the general public. 
Courses in archaeology, art history, creative writing, 
economics, literature, history and philosophy. Online 
courses extend the rigorous and engaging study for which 
the University is famous, not just in the UK, but to 
students anywhere in the world. Courses are structured 
as weekly meetings, with online interaction with the 
course tutor and other students in a virtual learning 
environment. 

University of Oxford – Department for Continuing Education.

http://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/online/index.php



Two-year project engaging seven academic staff plus 
assistant and steering group in the construction of a 
virtual atelier that combines well-established practice in 
art and design education with new opportunities 
presented by ICT to create a powerful new approach to 
learning and teaching design. The project uses 
OpenLearn, the Open University’s open content initiative 
plus other elements of the VLE and Web 2.0 tools.

Atelier-D: Achieving Transformation, Enhanced Learning 
and Innovation through Educational Resources in Design.

http://design.open.ac.uk/atelier-d/index.htm



JISC RSC Wales have published a number of web conferencing 
related blog posts that are listed below:

Whatever the weather - an illuminating few months - 17 Dec 2010
Is face to face the only answer? - 2 Feb 2011
Pushing the BigBlueButton - 10 Feb 2011
Engaging an invisible audience - 22 Feb 2011

http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/

http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2010/12/17/whatever-the-weather-an-illuminating-few-months/
http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2010/12/17/whatever-the-weather-an-illuminating-few-months/
http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2010/12/17/whatever-the-weather-an-illuminating-few-months/
http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2010/12/17/whatever-the-weather-an-illuminating-few-months/
http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2011/02/02/is-face-to-face-the-only-answer/
http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2011/02/10/pushing-the-big-blue-button/
http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2011/02/10/pushing-the-big-blue-button/
http://blogs.rsc-wales.ac.uk/blog/2011/02/22/engaging-an-invisible-audience/


Aims of the session:

• To explore a range of free and paid for 
synchronous web conferencing solutions.

• To offer some practical advice in their use.
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